THIS READING PRODUCED WHEN
60 INCH Scribe LINE IS IN CENTER
OF STAINLESS STEEL SCALE AS SHOWN
IN FULL SIZE DEPICTION BELOW

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA:
REcertIFICATION TOLERANCE IS +/- .020".
Knowing that scale graduations have a
LINE WIDTH OF LESS THAN .008". ANY
MEASUREMENT SHOULD BE ON THE APPROPRIATE
LINE OR NOT MORE THAN TWO LINE THICKNESSES
AWAY AS DETERMINED VISUALLY.

RECALIBRATION:
1. VISUALLY CHECK THE GAGE FOR DAMAGE.
2. USE RIGID SCALE TO VERIFY TWO CRITICAL
DIMENSIONS.

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.
PArING GAGE 1107-1 Modified

SCALE FULL SIZE W76209
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BOXED DIMENSIONS ARE MINIMUM
CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED
FOR recertIFICATION
REcertIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .020"
REFERENCE:
AAR O MANUAL M-214